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Reviewer's report:

Authors investigated association of target VDR related SNPs and HBV in Vietnamese subjects, aimed to examine potential contribution of target SNPs to risk and disease progression.

Healthy individuals were younger than patients (median age: 30 vs. 51), it is challenging to have ideal matching patients and control in term of age, however mutation burden always correlate with age. Older people tend to have higher mutation burden, any possibility to find control set that have less age gap between patients and controls?

Despite some findings reported are contradicted compared to other studies in the field, it is good to explain potential clinical values of the findings.

Found some typos, proof read the manuscript is necessary.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?  
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?  
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?  
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?  
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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